FotoClave 2014
SAVE THE DATE for the best
(and maybe the last) FotoClave ever!
November 7 - 9, 2014
at the
Hilton Concord,
1970 Diamond Blvd, Concord, CA
Beginning Friday evening, November 7, be prepared to be
blown away with our great collection of presenters.
They range from Rick Sammon, an Explorer of Light on Friday evening, through an entire day of inspirational speakers
Saturday, to our keynote presenter Saturday evening and
Sunday morning, Tony Sweet, a Nikon “Legend Behind the
Lens.”

Tony Sweet worked as a professional jazz drummer for 20
years, playing with such jazz greats as Sonny Stitt and
Joe Henderson. He started working in photography during
that period photographing inside jazz clubs. Tony later
changed careers and focused on nature photography. He
is now best known for his fine art nature and floral images.
He uses digital technology to
produce fine art ink-jet (giclee)
prints. His photographs are
published worldwide and represented in the Getty Picture
Agency. He has 2 images on
Apple Macintosh computers
desktop patterns. Tony conducts photography workshops
throughout the continental United States and Canada. He maintains
an active speaking schedule on the subjects of nature and flower photography and marketing, lecturing at professional photography organizations, universities, seminars, and workshops in the U.S. and
Canada. He is a member of the Baltimore chapter of ASMP, a member of nikSoftware’s Team Nik, as well as a Nikon Legend Behind the
Lens.
Award-winning photographer Rick Sammon loves his day
job. A tireless, prolific and inspirational image-maker, Rick,
called by some “The Godfather of Photography,” is one of the
most active photographers on the planet – dividing his time
between creating images, leading photo workshops, and
making personal appearances. Rick’s enthusiasm for digital
imaging is contagious. He is a man on a mission – a mission
to make digital photography fun, creative, exciting and rewarding for others.
Saturday Presenters: Michael Frye • Gary Crabbe • Gail Pierce • Eric Harness • Pat Toth-Smith
John Ballou • Lisa Rigge • Joe Hearst • Michael Maloney

